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Abstract
The paper summarizes the study of customer service value at home and abroad, including the connotation of customer
service value, analysis of the development history and research content, stage division. Through literature analysis, find
out the new research hotspot. On the basis of previous research, the paper build customer value model under the
situation of Internet service. In order to carry out further research in academic circles of our country to provide
reference and reflection.
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1. Introduction
Customer value is composed of product value, service value, personnel value and image value, and the change of each
value is influenced by the total value of customer value. Service value refers to enterprise provide customers with a
variety of additional services with the sale of the product , including product introduction, delivery, installation,
commissioning, maintenance, technical training, product assurance.
Service value is one of the important factors that constitute the total customer value. In the modern marketing practice,
with the increase of the consumers income level and the change of their consumption concepts. When consumers buy
products, they not only pay attention to the level of the value of the product itself, but also pays more attention to the
added value of products. Especially in the quality and properties of similar products in roughly the same or similar, the
enterprise which provide customers with value-added services more complete, more added value of the product, the
actual benefits of the customer get is greater, than purchase the total value is greater; on the contrary, it is small.
Therefore, in providing high quality products, enterprise should provide consumers with perfect service at the same
time. This has become the new focus on the modern enterprise market competition.
At present, many literatures have discussed many aspects of customer service value, which have been developed in the
breadth and depth of the study. In this paper, Integrated the main points of the literatures, from the service value of the
research content and development stage, and other aspects of customer service value research conducted a
comprehensive review of the existing research progress and deficiencies.
2. Connotation of Customer Service Value
For “value”, Kotler Philip believes that value is a trinity of quality, service and price(QSP), and the value is the core
concept of marketing ( Philip Kotler，2011)
And in the research on the service value, the first is the American scholar Potter(1980) put forward the value chain
model(Porter’s Value-Chain Model), showed that the value chain of the enterprise includes the value brought by the
service( Michael E. Porter.，1980). In the field of service science research, many scholars believe that the first service
value theory related research content is Zeithaml, A. Zeithaml, V.A. Parasuraman and L.L. Berry (1985) and other
scholars. In particular, the theory of service value of Zeithaml shows that is the most influential, and also relatively high
degree of maturity. She pointed out: "the service value is generated in the customer service quality and the perceived
service quality and its related pay (Zeithaml, 1988)". Support Zeithaml’s theory is the theory of service quality gap
model theory (Model of Service Quality GAPs). The model shows that the core of service quality gap theory is Gap1.
The Gap1 is refers to service provider grasp of customer expectations and the actual customer of the gap between
expected service and through the rest of the gap, explaining why customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
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Allee (2002) further divideed customer seervice value innto the follow
wing three cateegories of servvices: economiic value,
knowledge vaalue and intanggible value.
Spohrer J, Maaglio P P, Baileey （2007）ppointed out thaat the service iis by service provider and cuustomer co pro
oduction,
and work togeether to create a service valuue and it is an interaction prrocess that meeets the needs oof both sides of
o supply
and demand. IIts core objectiives through thhe services of both "collaborrative productiion" and provide value for bo
oth sides
of supply and demand.
Wang Zhongjiie, Xu Xiaofei, Chu Dianhuii, Chao Ma（20010）considereed that the servvice value neeeds to be realized under
the support off the specific service
s
elemennts, and the vaalue is transferrred between thhe supply andd demand sidess. On the
aspect of techhnology, servicce value can bee through the sservice selectioon and servicee combination technology for service
elements seleccted specific seervice componnent (Group) too achieve; andd value realizattion degree is ddecided to the selected
service compoonent (Group) the quality parrameters and bbetween the vaalue of a depenndent relationship to each oth
her.
3. Main Research Contentts of Customerr Service Valu
ue
3.1 Key Wordss Analysis
In order to uunderstand the current internnational acadeemic research on "customeer service valuue", we use th
he WOS
database as thhe foundation, to
t carry on thee search and annalysis, the retrrieval theme iss "service valuue customer"，research
orientation：M
MANAGEMEN
NT、BUSINES
SS、COMPUT
TER SCIENCE
E INFORMAT
TION SYSTEM
MS、 ENGINE
EERING
ELECTRICAL
L ELECTRON
NIC. Setting thhe time span：11995-2015, thee Index databasse includes: SC
CI-EXPANDE
ED, SSCI,
CPCI-S, CCR
R-EXPANDED
D, IC.
The number oof indexed doccuments reachhes 4411, the nnumber of pubblished literatuure as followss. From the nu
umber of
citations visibble, research onn "customer seervice value" bbegan around 1995, which iin 2009 reacheed the study pe
eak, then
although the nnumber of annnual output of literature has declined, how
wever, until todday, the themee is still a hot research
topic.

Figuure 1. the num
mber of publishhed literature
In terms of keey words, withh the removal oof some words similar to “sservice value ccustomer", the frequency of the most
frequent wordds summed up as follows:
Table1. Key w
words and citattion impact
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Key wordds
QUALITY
Y
SATISFA
ACTION
MODEL
PERFOR
RMANCE
LOYALT
TY
RELATIO
ONSHIP
CHAIN
ONLINE

Citation im
mpact
513
431
379
272
256
237
193
159

The key wordds can be furrther describedd in the follow
wing aspects: service qualiity, customer satisfaction, corporate
c
performance, customer relattionship, custoomer loyalty, m
metrics model, online sales, ssupply chain.
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3.2 Literature Source Analyssis and Develoopment Stage D
Division

Figure 2. Service vallue citation relationship grapph
ment, the largeer circle represents the more times the literaature is cited.
In Figure 2, eaach circle represents a docum
From the figuure, we can seee that in the suubject under “ccustomer serviice value” , thhere are two soource files . Th
he one is
OSTROM, A and IACOB
BUCCI, D(19995) publishedd in JOURNA
AL OF MAR
RKETING naamed “ CONSUMER
TRADE-OFFS AND THE EVALUATION
E
N OF SERVIC
CES”( number 102); The othher one is JON
NES, TO and SASSER,
S
WE(1995) puublished in HARVARD
H
BU
USINESS REVIEW namedd “WHY SAT
TISFIED CUS
STOMERS DE
EFECT”
( number 79).
OSTROM, A and IACOBU
UCCI, D usinng the joint annalysis methood to study thhe choice of ccustomer serviice, it is
considered thaat the price, quuality, friendlinness of servicee personnel, annd the degree oof customizatioon service are the main
factors that aaffect the custtomer's choicee of the servicce. JONES, T
TO and SASS
SER, WE poinnted out that listen to
customer dem
mand is very important
i
to improve custom
mer satisfactioon. When an error occurs iin, the apolog
gy to the
customer can also improve customer
c
satisffaction.
Through analysing the releevant literaturee of Figure 2,, we can sort out the development conteext and main research
ered 273
contents of cuustomer servicce value researrch. For exampple: the sourcee file (numberr 79) and anothher one numbe
are cited by ““Assessing thee effects of quuality, value, aand customer satisfaction onn consumer beehavioral inten
ntions in
service enviroonments” (num
mber 521) writtten by Cronin JJ ,Brady MK and Hult GTM
M.
Numbered 79 using conjoinnt analysis to eexamine subjeects' utilities foor service alterrnatives that ddiffer in terms of price,
level of qualitty, friendlinesss of the servicce personnel, aand the degreee of customizattion of the serrvice., finally draw
d
the
conclusion: T
The results indiicate that ail sservice attributtes are important to consum
mers and that thheir importanc
ce varies
with the mediating factors.
Bolton RN puublished an artticle in 1998 (no. 273) built a dynamic moodel to study tthe relationshiip between duration of
the customers and the servicce providers.
The article nuumber 521 is thhe most frequuently cited artticle in the liteerature on the study of custoomer service value. On
the basis of tthe above twoo documents, tthis paper usees SEM methood to study thhe influence path of service
e quality,
service value, satisfaction annd behavior inntention on the five variables.
model of custom
mer perceived value in the co
ontext of
On the basis oof the number 521, the numbber 868 used a conceptual m
e-commerce. T
The model inccludes the conttent of the custtomer's online shopping expeerience, perceiived commodity value,
perceived riskk of the goods and
a the price oof goods.
According to the above anaalysis, we can get the main ddevelopment pphase of custom
mer service vaalue research in Figure
1:
1. Early stagee; from the begginning of 19996, the preliminnary study of the value of ccustomer servicce related papers often
use joint analyysis method inn quantitative aanalysis.
2. Developmeent stage; deveelopment stagee inherited thee early stages oof research ressults, and baseed on the deve
elopment
and research m
methods mainlly to quantitatiive analysis, offten use the strructural equation to construcct data models to verify
the expectatioons hypothesis..
3. Diversifiedd development stage; Multivaariate developpment stage waas under the background of the rapid deve
elopment
of Internet. The study of "ccustomer serviice value" was not just connfined to the eentity in the seervice sector, began
b
to
expand to Inteernet related services,
s
in B22B, B2C, C2C context, the vvalues of custoomer service oof related conttent. The
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integrated use of various quantitative analysis methods to explore the research topic.
4. Customer Service Value Model under the Internet Situation
Internet consumption, is a process that use the internet as a tool to achieve human own needs. The network not only
provides instant consumer content, but also provides a range of services to "function".
On the basis of ACSI Fornell model and Joseph’s competing models, this paper introduces the Internet scene model,
constructs the customer service value model in the Internet context, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 3. Customer service value model in the Internet Context
Hypothesis 1: customer initial perception from commodity prices and electricity suppliers brand of product quality.
H1a: product price has a significant impact on the perceived quality of the product;
H1b: brand value of electricity suppliers have a significant impact on the perceived quality of the product;
Hypothesis 2: in the context of the Internet, the biggest feature of the network consumption is the effect of increasing,
consumption and production. That is to say, consumers should first put into the network resources and time resources,
and on this basis "production" to satisfy the desire of consumer goods, in order to achieve the expected consumer utility,
so network consumption is actually a "production - consumption of composite process.
So, if the electricity suppliers to reduce the consumption of this investment in the production of capital, that is, the
network of consumer spending and time resources, which is beneficial to enhance customer satisfaction, strengthen
customer purchase intentions. So the design of the site of the relevant attributes of the impact of customer satisfaction.
H2a: website has a significant impact on customer satisfaction;
H2b: related information has a significant impact on customer satisfaction;
H2c: timeliness of customer service has a significant impact on customer satisfaction;
H2d: customer perceived product quality has a significant impact on customer satisfaction;
Hypothesis 3: because the network shopping behavior is different from the traditional shopping behavior, there is the
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risk of adverse selection and information asymmetry in the shopping process.
H3a: the brand value of electricity suppliers have a significant impact on customer risk perception;
H3b: customer perceived product quality has a significant impact on risk perception;
Hypothesis 4: the impact of customer satisfaction and perceived risk on perceived value
H4a: customer perceived value has a significant impact on perceived value;
H4b: customer satisfaction has a significant impact on perceived value;
Hypothesis 5: the influence of perceived value on purchase intention
H5: customer perceived value has a significant impact on customer purchase intention;
Hypothesis 6: for customers, many of the purchase behavior is not a one-time, so it is assumed that the purchase
behavior has an impact on the next purchase behavior.
H6: customer's purchase intention has a significant impact on customer's repurchase intention;
In conclusion, due to the network consumption is under the Internet environment, this is different from the traditional
consumer behavior, is a complex process of "production - consumption". In the research of customer service value, the
traditional research contents and methods have been developed. Therefore, in the future research, the relevant research
of customer service value under the Internet situation is expected to be more attention, or will become a new research
hotspot.
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